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Ornithological investigations of the
antarctic tern

DAVID F. PARMELEE and STEPHEN J . MAXSON
Field Biology Program
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Plans to study birds of the antarctic pack ice in
conjunction with seal studies had to be abandoned
because of mechanical difficulties aboard R/V Hero.
While awaiting Hero's departure from Ushuaia,
Argentina, we made numerous observations of birds
on Islas Bridges, in the Beagle Channel. On Novem-
ber 15, many weeks behind schedule, Hero sailed for
the outh Shetland Islands.

From November 18 to November 21, in company
with seal investigators Messrs. Roberti. Hofman and
Nathaniel R. Flesness, University of Minnesota,
we visited the following sites: Stigant Point, King
George Island; Harmony Cove, Nelson Island; Water-
boat Point, on the Danco Coast. On November 22,
Hero arrived at Palmer Station. A large breeding
colony of antarctic terns (Sterna vittata) was located
on nearby Bonaparte Point, and we decided to re-
main at Palmer to study these terns following National
Science Foundation approval of the change in plans.
Messrs. Hofman and Flesness left Palmer the next
day aboard Hero on its originally scheduled return
trip to Ushuaia.

Study of the little-known antarctic tern (figure)
went well and we were able to gather much data on the
species breeding behavior. Preliminary findings indi-
cate that although its breeding biology (clutch size, egg
laying and incubation periods, role of the sexes in care
of eggs and chicks, etc.) is generally similar to that of
the arctic tern (Sterna paradisaea) and others of the
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genus, it differs remarkably from the others in its
adaptations to its peculiar environment. The study
ended prematurely when Hero left Palmer for a
second time on December 12. The return trip to
Ushuaia included stops at Deception Island, at False
Bay (Livingston Island), and at Harmony Cove
(Nelson Island).

What first appeared to be a disappointing season
turned out to be a highly profitable one. With respect
to terns and other charadriiform species, the breed-
ing grounds near Palmer were by far the best of many
study areas assessed. The study initiated at Palmer
holds much promise for future investigation.

This research was supoprted by National Science
Foundation grant GV-36032.

Bird sightings in Marie Byrd Land

DAVID J . RUGH
Institute of Polar Studies

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Bird sightings are not expected deep in the antarctic
interior since there is no food source on the extensive
continental ice sheet. At a camp on the Hollick-

Mr. Rugh, in the Environmental Biology Program, The
Ohio State University, is doing doctoral research in avian
adaptations to polar environments. Last season he was with
an Institute of Polar Studies glaciology team that did re-
search reported on page 167 of this issue.
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Kenyon Plateau, Marie Byrd Land (1170 13'W.
79°42'S.), about 50 kilometers northeast of Byrd
surface camp, glaciological studies have been made
on alternate years since 1969 (Whillans and Thomp-
son, 1974). A flat plain of snow covers all of the
area; the nearest mountain is over 370 kilometers to
the north, and the Amundsen Sea lies 330 kilometers
beyond that. At an altitude of 1,800 meters, this
frozen desert is decidedly uninhabitable. Yet on several
occasions birds have been seen. In 1969 and 1971,
single snow petrels (Pagodroma nivea) were observed.
The 1971 sighting, on December 26, was of an ex-
tremely tired bird. It walked up to a surveyor behind
a wind screen and offered little resistance to capture.
Warming the petrel inside the surveyor's coat and
later taking it into a heated shelter may have resulted
in the bird's death several hours later. Much guano
was noticed where the bird had landed and in the
hut.

On December 5, 9, and 12, 1973, snow petrels
were seen flying over camp. The first two sightings
were of single birds; the December 12 sighting was of
a flock of nine. Perhaps these petrels were blown off
course while searching for inland nest sites. Continu-
ing in the direction they were going, they would not
find exposed terrain for over 600 kilometers. All of
the birds flew erratically, suggesting weariness. They
passed the camp or workers flying quite low. After a
few passes they generally moved on, although one
bird (on December 9) circled the camp several times
and rested nearby for a few minutes.

On December 28, skua tracks (Catharacta sp.)
were seen within 10 kilometers of camp. The tracks
were apparently of a tired, weak bird: surveyors'
flags had been pecked at and shredded, and the take
off apparently had been laborious. Only on this occa-
sion was there evidence of skuas in the area. Although
camp was not far away, the bird did not investigate.

The surveyors spent a major portion of their time
outside, sometimes going as far as 80 kilometers
northeast or southwest of camp. They occupied the
camp from early December to early February.
Although a number of birds may have passed un-
noticed, it is doubtful that there were many.
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Population dynamics of McMurdo
Sound's Weddell seals

D. B. SINIFF, D. DEMASTER, V. B. KUECILE,
A. WATSON, R. REICHLE, and G. KAUFMA

Department of Ecology and Behavioral Biology
University of Minnesota

Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101

During October, November, and December 11973,
this project concentrated on three areas of invetiga-
tion: (1) work at Hutton Cliffs using sonic tags to
determine the size of underwater territories of male
Weddell seals, (2) the nonproductive female seg-
ment of the population was estimated by using b-iark
recapture methods, and (3) blood samples from 35
adult Weddell seals were collected to determine the
relationships between blood parameters and various
biological conditions (i.e. ovulation, territorality).

The investigation of the underwater territory of the
male Weddell seal began in 1972 (Siniff et al., 1973).
During the 1973-1974 austral summer, the system
was modified and the hydrophone array was placed
completely around the colony area to more precisely
position males in their sub-ice territories. Sonic trans-
mitters were placed on 10 territorial males with about
six of these producing high quality data. These data
are being analyzed and preliminary analyses indicate
that the underwater territories are about 20 meters
across. This is in agreement with data from last year.
There also are indications that these territories shift
slightly depending on the activity patterns of adjacent
males.

Again during the 1973 field season we carriec out
tagging and estimation of the nonproductive fenale
segment of the population. Ninety-six nonprodutive
females were tagged in early November. These hon-
productive females plus females tagged in previous
years were used in a mark recapture study to esti-
mate the number of nonproductive females in the
McMurdo Sound population. Five censuses were con-
ducted at weekly intervals by traversing the McMurdo
Sound area. All of the seals of the ice were counted
and all tag numbers were recorded. In addition to the
nonproductive female estimate, such work will be
used to determine the total McMurdo Sound Weddell
seal population and to provide information about the
reproductive schedule, the movement, and the general
fidelity to pupping and rearing areas.

For the previous three seasons, blood samples have
been taken at random; these have been useful in
establishing ranges of variation and frequencies of
polymorphic characters. This year a sampling scheme
was designed to elucidate the effects of whelping, of
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